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Tentative course agenda

Week

Topic

Assignment

15/01/2018

Introduction / History of Globalization

Hopkins, A. (2002): Introduction: Globalization
– an Agenda for Historians. In: Globalization in
World History. London: Pimlico.

22/01/2018

History of Globalization

Chandra, B. et al. (2007): India since
Independence. Chapter 2: The Colonial Legacy
(p. 11-23)

29/01/2018

History of Globalization

Ferguson, N. (2011): The West and the Rest:
The Changing Global Balance of Power in
Historical Perspective

05/02/2018

Globalziation: Definitions and Concepts

Hirst, P. / Held, D. (2002): Globalization, the
argument of our time. Published on:
https://www.opendemocracy.net/globalization
-vision_reflections/article_637.jsp#seven , last
visited on 05/02/2017

12/02/2018

Economy of Globalization

Reading Assignment

19/02/2018

Globalization and Culture

Reading Assignment

Perspectives on globalization
Globalization as discourse
(Martell 2017, p. 27-31)

-

Sceptical

(Martell 2017, p. 15-16)

-

-

Martell (2017) p. 18

Influenced by post-structuralist,
postmodern
and
social
constructionist perspecitves
Symbols and consciousness of the
world play a role as important as
the world itself
Shift from economic and political
perspective on globalization to
ideational ones
Causality comes from ideas not
from real world circumstances
Decisive issue is the power over
discursive construction, especially
in the information society
Discursive idea can be combined
with other sociological concepts
like e.g. agency or political
economy
e.g. Bruff (2005), Scholte (2005)

Perspectives on globalization - Globalists
Reich, R. (1996): The work of nations – preparing ourselves for 21st century capitalism. New York: Random House.
- Change of production focus causes the formation of a structure of problem-solvers, problem
identfiers and strategic brokers instead of large group of employees, vast amounts of resources or
bureaucracy.
- Broader share of risks and return
- Contract suppliers of standard inputs
- Worldwide competition splits national labour force in two groups: those whose knowledge and skills
are globally competetive and those whose who aren‘t
Albrow, M. (1996): The global age: state and society beyond modernity. Cambridge: Polity Press.
- modernity: defining characteristic is the ‘newness’ of a phenomenon, implying that human kind is
split into modern and not-yet modern (rationalization, capitalism, industrialism, nation-state (because
of application of violence and thus support of evolving bourgeoisie), rationality/irrationaliy
dichotomy)
- Modernity started in 1492 and ended with the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
- Post-modernism as the final stage of modernity because defined by its terms
- Modernity is double bound by demanding newness and everlasting expansion
- The global age begins, when the essential characteristic of defining moments is not their newness
anymore but their global reach (modernity → globalization → global age), implying a dominating
focus of universality in diversity
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Perspectives on globalization - Scepticists
Hirst, P. et al (2009): Globalization in Question. Cambridge: polity press.

Krugman, P. et al (1996): Pop
Internationalism. MIT Press.
- Critizises warning of
competetivity loss in
international trade
discussions
- Puts focus on technological
change when discussing
competetivity losses
instead of on
internationalization
- Perceives globalization
most of all as a discourse
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Perspectives on globalization - Transformationalists
Held, D. et al. (1999): Global Transformations. Stanford: Stanford University Press
- in-depth analysis of diversity of internationalization and globalization trends in the political, the economic,
migration, ecology, violence, trade, corporate world etc.
Beck, U. (2006) The cosmopolitan vision. Cambridge: polity press.
p. 1-15:
Globalism promotes the idea of the global market, defends the virtues of neoliberal economic growth and the
utility of allowing capital, commodities and labour to move freely across borders.
Cosmopolitanization, by contrast, must be interpreted as a multidimensional process which has irreversibly
changed the historical ‘nature’ of social worlds and the standing of states in these worlds.
- moves focus to conscionsness and citizen (normative, empirical and institutionalized cosmopolitanism)
- towards a cosmopolitan social sciences
- University in diversity (acknowlodgement of common crisis and risk, of differentiation, of empathy, of
existence of borders, of mélange principle)
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Perspectives on globalization
Globalization as discourse
(Martell 2017, p. 27-31)

-

Sceptical

(Martell 2017, p. 15-16)

-
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Influenced by post-structuralist, postmodern and
social constructionist perspecitves
Symbols and consciousness of the world play a
role as important as the world itself
Shift from economic and political perspective on
globalization to ideational ones
Causality comes from ideas not from real world
circumstances
Decisive issue is the power over discursive
construction, especially in the information society
Discursive idea can be combined with other
sociological concepts like e.g. agency or political
economy
e.g. Bruff (2005): Making sense of the
Globalization ebate when engaging in political
economy analysis. In: The British Journal of Politics
and International Relations. 30 March 2005.
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